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Introduction 
Normality of Zproducts of various classes of normal spaces has been investigated 
by many authors ([2, 4, 5, 31). The most general result so far known is due to 
Kombarov [7]: he proved that a (non-trivial) X-product of paracompact p-spaces 
is normal iff it is collectionwise normal, and iff it has countable tightness (and iff 
each factors has countable tightness). 
We say that a space has the shrinking property if, for every open cover {V,: S E A} 
there is another open cover { W,: S E A} (same indexing set) such that w, c_ V, for 
every 6 E A, ({ W,: S E A} is a “shrinking” of {V,: S E A}). Plainly, a space is normal 
iff every open cover of cardinality two has a shrinking; Dowker spaces, as remarked 
in [9], are normal spaces without the shrinking property. 
M.E. Rudin proved in [9] that a Z-product of metrizable specs has the shrinking 
property. Here we extend this result to the class of paracompact p-spaces of countable 
tightness. In the compact case there is a much simpler argument, which will be 
given in Section 2, where it is also proved that a Z-product of a family of spaces, 
whose countable subproducts have Lindeliif number d w,, has Lindelijf number s w,. 
I owe many thanks to M.E. Rudin and G. De Marco for their useful comments 
on the early drafts of the manuscript. 
* This paper was conceived while its author was at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, supported 
by Italian C.N.R. with a NATO fellowship. 
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1. Notation 
Let {x7: y E r} be a family of spaces, each containing a distinguished point “0”. 
The C-product C y X, of this family, based at 0 is the subspace of the product n y X, 
consisting of all x whose “support” Supp x = {y E r: x(y) f 0) is at most countable. 
If I s r, we denote by C, the subspace of all x E 1, X, such that Supp x c I ; in 
particular, 1,. = 1 y X, 
Basic open sets in C, are conveniently described as U, = {x E I,.: x(y) E cp( y), 
for every y E D(p)}, where cp is a function whose domain D(q) is a finite subset 
of r, and, for each YE D(q), q(y) is an open subset of X,; the set of all these 
functions is denoted by @({X,,: -ye r}). 
2. Theorem 
Theorem. A normal C-product of compact spaces has the shrinking property. 
Proof. We first prove the following: 
Lemma. Let {X,: y E r} be a family of spaces. Assume that nIytS X, has Lindeliif 
number SW, for every countable Bc r. Then CYST X, has Lindeliif number SW,. 
Proof. For every I c r, IZl<w,, C, is the union of at most w, many subspaces 
homeomorphic to countable subproducts, hence C I has LindelGf number s w,. This 
ends the proof if IIJ < w, ; in case Irl> w,, let I0 denote any subset of r of cardinality 
w,. Given an open cover of Cyer X,, we prove that it contains a subcover of 
cardinal&y SW,; we assume, as we may, that the cover is of the form {U,: cp E A}, 
where A c @({X7: y E r}) (see Section 1). 
Since C I, has Lindeliif number SW,, there exists A, c A, with jA,,l s w,, such that 
I._{U,: ~EA,}zC,~. Put J,=(U{D(cp): ~~A,})ul,; then II,J<w,. Inductively, it 
is easy to see that we can choose A, c A, I, c r such that for every (Y E w, 
1) l&l, IL c WI 
2) Ip C I, if p < (Y 
3) I,+, 2 U{D(cp): cp E &I 
4) UIU,: ~PEAJ~C~. 
Put a=IJ{A,: (YEW,}, I=~{I,: (YEW,}; 2) implies that Cr=U{C,e: (YEW,}. By 
4), we then obtain C TV l._J{ U,: cp E a}. We claim that C, G lJ{ U,: cp E a}. In fact, 
given P E Cry take qECi such that qll=plE Thre is cp~A,cd such that qE U,; 
since D(q) c I,,, c E we have q1 II(cp) =plD(cp), and this implies PE U,. Since 
IAl d WI, the lemma is proved. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let {VA: A E A} be an open cover of C, X,. Write V,, = 
U{U,:cp~S~}foreachh~A;then{U,:(p~S~,h~A}isanopencoverofC.X,; 
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by the lemma, there exists SzU{S,: A E A}, with ISI G w,, such that Cyer XYs 
lJ{U,+,:cp~S}.~utI=U{D(cp):cp~S}and VI,=U{U,:cp~SnS,}foreach~~A. 
Then VL E V,, { Vi: A E A} covers 1, X,, and, moreover, every VL “depends only 
on the I-coordinates” in the sense that x 1 I = y 1 I, x E Vi imply y E V;. Since 111 G ol, 
we are reduced to the case Irl= w, (i.e. r = w,). 
The following argument, for r = w,, is due to K. Kunen. For every (Y E w,, 1, 
is compact, hence there exists a finite subset F, G A such that C, G IJ{ V,: A E F,}. 
There exists then A G w,, with IAl = w, such that {F,: (Y E A} is a A-system with root 
R; i.e. R = F, n FP whenever (Y, /3 E A, (Y # /3 (see, e.g. [8]). 
By the normality of C,,, and being C o( closed in C there exists open sets { W,,, : A E 
F,} such that C, c I_,{ WA_: A E F,}, and w,,, E V,, for every A E F,. Thus I,, G 
U{ V,: A E R}u (U{ W,,!: A E F,\R, a E q}). Again by normality of C,, there exist 
{ Wh: A E R} such that W, c_ V,, and 
C,, G UC WA: A E R)u (u{ WA,,: A E Fm\R, a E WI)). 
Each A E A is contained either in R, or in at most on F,\R ; and we get the required 
shrinking. 
3. Main theorem 
Main Theorem. A C-product of paracompacts p-spaces with countable tightness has 
the shrinking property. 
The proof will be accomplished by several steps. Notice that by [7], we have: 
Corollary. A C-products of paracompact p-spaces has the shrinking property if and 
only if it is normal. 
Let {X,: y E r} be a family of paracompact p-spaces. By [ 11, we may choose for 
every y E r a metrizable M, and a compact K, such that X, is a closed subspace 
of M, x K,. To avoid trivialities we assume r uncountable and that every X, contains 
at least two points “0” and “1”; we shall call 0 and 1 also the first and second 
component of 0 and 1, when considered as elements of M, x K,. 
Denote by: 
K the ordinary product of {K,: YE r} 
M the C-products C, M,, based at 0. 
n the product M x K. 
X the C-product C,. X,, based at 0. 
Then X may be considered as a subspace of n. 
For every n E w let a,(y) be a locally finite open cover of M,, by sets of diameter 
less than 112”. 
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Denote by H the set @({KY: YE r]) ( see Section 1); given h E H we denote by 
Uh = {r E K: r(y) E h(y), for every y E D(h)} the corresponding open set. 
For each n t w, F,, is the subset of all f~ Q, ({M,: y E r}) such that f( y) E %I”( y) 
for every y E o(f) ; put F = U{ F,: n E w}. For every f E F, lJ, is the corresponding 
open set in M (see Section 1). 
Finally G is the subset of all gE @({MY x K,: YE r}) which are of the form 
g =(.A h), i.e. f E JT h E H, D(f) = D(h) = D(g), g(y) =f(y) xh(r), for every Y E 
D(g); U, is the corresponding open set in n. Let {V,: 6 E A} be an open cover of 
X. We have to find a shrinking of it. 
GivenfEF, rEK put 
Q,={xEn: x(y)Ef(y) xir(y)f,forevery YE WI, 
GL, = Is E G: g(y) zf(y) x{r(y)l for every Y E D(g) n o(f), 
0~ g(y), but 1 S-Z g(y) for every Y E W)\Wf), 
0, n X c V,, for some 6 E A}. 
Given f E F, put R, = {f E K: l?‘,-r n X P IJ{ U,: g E G,},}. 
Clearly r, s E K and r ) D(f) = s 1 D(f) imply G,-, = FL, and U,, = U,-,. Hence IQ # (d 
iff I$ contains an r E K with Supp( r) L D(f). For each f E F with R, # 0 choose 
rf E l$, with Supp(rt-) c D(f); and for each r E Rf choose y,, E ( uLr n X)\ 
(‘..J{ 4: g E GA,)). Ch oose 7 E I’; assume that for every x E X an indexing { yj(x): j E 
w} of Supp x has been chosen. 
Denote by 9’ the set of all finite sequences ( fo, .. , fn) such that, for every m s n, 
fm E F,,, and 
D(fm) = (71” 
,~m (1.k) 
where (i, k) ranges over all pairs i, k < m such that R,r,, R,f, # 0. 
Lemma 3.1. If p E M and ( fn)ntw are such that p E n { flfil: n E w} and, for each n E w, 
(fO, . . . , fn) E 9, then there exists m E w such that R,;,, = 0. 
Proof. If not, r, = q,, E RL, and Y,,,,,, = Y, ,,,,,, I exist for every n, m E w. Let r be a limit 
point of { r,: n E w} (K is compact) ; put E = u{ D( fn): n E w}. Clearly Supp( r) s E. 
Define y by y(y) = (p(y), r(y)) for y E E, y(y) = 0 otherwise. There exist 6 E A and 
g =(f; h)E G such that y E CJ, and 0, n X s V, (this is obvious if YE X, follows 
from the fact that X, is closed in M, x K, otherwise); we may also assume that 
I@ g(y) for every y E D(g)\E. Take n E w so large that {b, E M,: dist(b,,p( y)) G 
l/2”} c f( y) for every y E E n D(g) and D(fn) 2 E n D(g). There exists i E w such 
that r, E U,, ; for every such i, we have g E G,,,,,. 
But Y,,i(Y) Efn(y) x{ri(y)Isf(y) xh(y) = g(y), for every Y E E n D(g) whereas 
y,,;(y) = OE g(y) for every y E D(g)\E ; thus y,,, E U, contradicting g E G,,,, . 
The following lemma uses the countable tightness assumption made on X. 
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Lemma 3.2. For each f E F with R, = 0, p E u; and r E K there exist g E G and a 
family {g,: 6 E A *} of elements of G, indexed by some A * c A such that: 
1) (p, r)E lJ,n U,,, for every SEA* 
2) D(g) = D(f) 
3) iJ,,nXs V,, for every SEA” 
4) UEnX~U{Ux8: SEA*} 
Proof. If D(g) E D(f) for some g E G,,., we are done (pick 6 E A such that 0, n X G 
v8; put g, = g, A* = (6); the domain of g can obviously be enlarged, if necessary, 
to D(f)). Assume then that E, = D(g)\D(f) f (d for every g E G,,. We first prove 
that there exists a subfamily {g8: 6 E w,} of G,, such that {Ea6: (Y E o,} is disjoint. 
In fact, if {ga: p < CZ} is such that {Egp: p < a} is disjoint, define y in to be 
(p(y), r(y)) if y E D(f), y(y) = 1 if y E U{E~~: /3 < (Y}, y(y) = 0 otherwise. Since 
y E uCr n X, there exists g E G,;, with y E UK; any such g may be taken for g,. For 
each g, pick now 6,, E A such that UR, n X s V,,. Since w, is a regular cardinal, we 
may assume that all 6, are equal, or else that 6, # 6, if (Y f p, by taking some 
cofinal subset of w, if necessary. 
If there exists no g E G with D(g) = D(f), (p, r) E U, and U, n X c 
lJ{ UgTx: a E co,}, then, denoting by Y the finite product n,,,,,, X,, we have 
(P,r)lD(f)fcl,{ylD(f):~EX\U{U,~: aE4. 
Since Y has tightness w [6], there exists a countable set {y,,: n E w}, with y,, E 
X\U{ U,_: (Y E w,}, such that (p, r) 1 D(f) IS in the Y-closure of {y, 1 D(f): n E w}. 
Since {ERCr: (Y E w,} is disjoint, there exists cy E w, such that E,,, n 
(u{Supp(y,): n E w}) = fl. Since OE g,(y) for every YE E,,. (recall that g, E G,,) we 
have y,, E UgCe for some n E w, a contradiction. 
If all 6, are different, we are done; if all a,, are equal to 6 E A, we take g, = g as 
above and A * = {S}. 
Lemma 3.3. For each f E F with R, = 0 and each p E a,, there existf* E F and a family 
{g, : S E A *} of elements of G, indexed by some A * c A such that: 
1) PE y,*; 
2 mm = D(f); 
3) U,,nXcV,,forevery6EA*; 
4) (UTxK)nX~U{U,,: SEA”}. 
Proof. It is an easy compactness argument. 
These lemmas enable us to get rid of the “compact component” of the paracompact 
p-spaces X,; from now on, the argument closely parallels the one given in [9] for 
the metrizable case. 
Denote by %C?,, the set consisting of all S = (Jo, . . ,fn) E .cP such that there exists 
a subfamily {fs,S: 6 E A,} of G, with AS E A, satisfying to l?_ n X c V,, for every 
6 E AS, and (u,,, x K) n X c (J{ UKR,,: 8 E A,}. By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 given 
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p E M there exists some n E w for which there is 
S = (fO, . . . , fn) E 9, such that p E n{ U, : i s n}. 
Denote by n,, the smallest such n ; by S, any S E P’,,,, satisfying to the above condition. 
Given S,, = (fO, . . . ,fJ, denote by mzp the smallest integer larger than nP such that 
{b,~ M,: dist(b,,p(y))~1/2”P}~r)i~,,f;(Y), for every YE D(f”,). YPspp= 
{(fo, . . .,h)EY: iSm,,p •n,,~ u;,}; notice that YP is finite, because of the local 
finiteness of the covers P&(y), and of the fact that D(fO), . . . , D(fk) uniquely 
determines D( fk+,) if 0 < k < i - 1. Consequently r,, = U{ D( f): f E S E YP} is finite. 
Next, define A,(y) = n{A G M,: p(y) E A and A = B or A = M,\& with BE 
U{&(y): is m,,} for every y E r,,; choose f, E F with D(f,) = I’, and p(y) e f,( y) G 
AP( y), for every YE r,,. 
Finally, put W,=U{(U,XK)~ Uga,s nX:pEPA} where P,={PE M: BEAM,,}. 
We claim that this is the required shrinking. Assume that (q, r) E l%‘n X. 
If (q, r) is in the closure of the set 
U{(~~xK)nU,.,p:~EPfi,SpE~qj 
then, since .5fq is finite, there exists Se Y, such that (q, r) is in the closure of 
U{(QxK)n U,,,P:~~L3,Sp=S~ 
which is contained in a,,,, ; but a,,,, n X G V, ; 
If the above fails, then (q, r) is in the closure of the set 
accepting the fact, which shall be proved later on, that S, ET Yq implies Ur, n Uf, = 0, 
q does not belong to the closure in M of U{ Uf,: p E I,, S, t? Yq} contradicting the 
above assumption; 
. Assume S, .@ Yqp4, and nP s mq, then there exists a smallest is nP such that 
qg fl&q7=(fo,... , fn,)); then there is y E O(J;) such that q(y) &f;(y) since i s mqr 
(f0, . . . ,&I) E yq and there exists fi E F such that D(f:) = D(J) and 
(f0, . . . 3 f;_,,fi)E.Yq: thus yEr, and soJ;(y)nA,(y)=@ but AP(y)~J;(y), hence 
Ur, n Ur, = 0. If m4 < r~, then n4 < m4 < nP < mP, . if Ur n CJr, # 0 the above argument 
implies S, = (fO, . . . , fn,) E TP ; by minimality of nP there exists a smallest i s n4 and 
y E D(j) such that p(y) Eh( y); thus dist(p( y), q(y)) > 1/2”~; if BE Bm,( y) with 
q(Y)E B we have P(Y) E M,\B, so f,(y) G B and f,(y)c M,\B and hence yEr, 
and, for the minimality of i and being i < mP, is y E r, and we have UfP n lJf, = 0. 
4. Example 
In this section we give an example of a closed subset X of a C-product of compact 
spaces which has countable tightness but is not normal (and hence, a fortiori, doesn’t 
have the pull-back property). 
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Let C be the C-product of {X, 1 a E w,} where X0 = w, + 1 and X, = (0, l} for Q # 0. 
Let X={pECIifO<Cu<p(O)<w, thenP(cz)=l}. 
Xisclosed:Ifp~Xthenthereis~uE,suchthatO<a<p(O)<w,andp(cy)=O; 
then V={qEC(a<q(O)<p(O) and q(a)=O}’ IS a neighborhood of p disjoint from 
X. 
X has countable tightness: If p is such that p(O) # w, then p has countable tightness 
in C. If p(O) = w, there is an (Y E w, such that p(p) = 0 for all /3 3 (Y and the open 
set {x E X 1 (Y <x(O) < w, and X(Q) = 0) intersect X only in points whose 0th coordin- 
ate is w,. So again p has countable tightness. 
X is not normal: Let H = {h,, 1 a E co,} and K = {k, 1 a E w,} where h, (0) = (Y, k, (0) = 
w,,h,,(p)=k,,(p)=lifO<p<~,h,(p)=k,(p)=Oifa~P.HandKaredisjoint 
closed sets of X. If V is an open set in C with K c V, for each CY E w, there is pn E w, 
and a finite subset E(a) of w,\{O} such that V, = {p E Clp(o) > pa and p(y) = 
k,(y)VyEE(a)}c V. Let cr,=l. If (Y,EW,, has been chosen, choose a,,+,> 
sup{c+=a,.a=& ora~E((Y,)}.IfLY=sup((Y,InEw}thenh,,EU,,, V,,,nX. 
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